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AC STARK EFFECT OBSERVED IN A MICROWAVE-(SUB)MILLIMETERWAVE DOUBLE RESONANCE EXPER-
IMENT
KEVIN ROENITZ, BRIAN M HAYSa, CARSON REED POWERS, MORGAN N McCABE, HOUSTON
H SMITH, SUSANNA L. WIDICUS WEAVER, Department of Chemistry, Emory University, Atlanta, GA,
USA; STEVEN SHIPMAN, Department of Chemistry, New College of Florida, Sarasota, FL, USA.
A microwave-(sub)millimeter wave double resonance experiment was developed in order to improve the ease with
which one is able to assign spectral lines by displaying the interconnectivity of states. This experiment combines chirped-
pulse microwave spectroscopy and fast-sweep (sub)millimeter spectroscopy to increase the speed of data acquisition. Dur-
ing the experiment, the splitting of spectral lines was detected instead of the traditional movement of population seen in
other double resonance experiments. The line splitting was determined to be caused by the AC Stark effect. The experi-
mental design along with the resulting double resonance methanol spectra will be presented.
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